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Foreign eggs may be rejected by the host if not 
closely matched to its own. Most viduids have whitish  
eggs, but those of the Cuckoo Finch vary to match 
those of its suspicious hosts; in this case, Tawny-
flanked Prinia. Approximately actual size.

This unique African endemic is the only member of 
its genus, Anomalospiza (origin: (L) 'unusual finch'; 
specific imberbis (L) 'beardless'). That the Cuckoo 
Finch is indeed a unique bird has always been clear 
to taxonomists and birders alike, but to which family 
it belongs has long been under debate. Originally 
described as a canary in 1868, it was later reclassified 
as a weaver (as reflected in its widely used alternative 
name of Parasitic Weaver). However, not surprisingly 
considering that it is an obligatory brood parasite, 
modern classifications place it in the family Viduidae, 
along with the whydahs and indigobirds.

Similarities shared with whydahs and indigobirds 
include fundamental anatomical aspects, while differ-
ences are mainly behavioural (see table below). Many 
of the differences are attributable to differing life strat-
egies: e.g. Cuckoo Finch chicks do not have palate 
markings because its cisticola and prinia hosts do not; 
and likewise, Cuckoo Finch eggs are not plain white 
because they need to match the eggs of its hosts.

The Cuckoo Finch is oddly built with a dumpy 
body, long claws, a short and slightly rounded tail 
with narrow, pointed central feathers and a beady eye 
positioned high on its head. It also has an abnormally 
massive bill with a unique shape: the culmen is 
straight, the tip is rather blunt, the sides are laterally 
flattened and the cutting edge is very sharply angled 
downward. Its bill can generate significant force to 
crush hard grass seeds (and human fingers). 

Cuckoo Finches are generally uncommon and are 
best sought in moist grasslands adjoining wetlands, 
especially where good numbers of their cisticola and 
prinia host species are present.  perch conspicuously 
on favourite call-sites e.g. shrubs, trees, wires or fences, 
from where they give a wheezy, swizzling song.
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Similarities to whydahs and indigobirds

Differences from whydahs and indigobirds

Identification
The br.  is exceptionally bright yellow (eye-catching).
This bright plumage is not acquired through moulting 
but through wear: the duller, greyish feathers tips 
of fresh (non-br.) plumage are gradually worn off to 
expose the brightly coloured feather interiors. Could 
be confused with a weaver (p. 278) but has a shorter 
tail, often some streaking on flanks, a shorter, stubbier 
bill and dark (not red, pale brown or pale) eyes. Could 
also be mistaken for a canary (p. 328), but has a shorter 
tail that is slightly rounded (tails often forked in 
canaries), a darker and much heavier bill, and flight is 
straight and fast (not undulating and leisurely).

Some  can look almost identical to bishops or 
widowbirds (p. 292) and are easily dismissed as such, 
especially as they sometimes forage together in 
mixed flocks. The most reliable feature to look for is 
the Cuckoo Finch's short, heavy, deep-based bill (see 
comparison on plate, opposite). May also show a hint 
of the typical viduid head pattern, e.g. a darker band 
above the eyebrow and a paler central crown stripe.

Juveniles often confound the unsuspecting as they 
may be seen being fed by their (much smaller) foster 
cisticola parents. Juveniles are similar in structure to 
adults, but have 2-toned bills and neatly scalloped or 
scaled, rich orange-brown upperparts. 
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The Cuckoo Finch has a unique, heavy bill, that is 
quite unlike any weaver, bishop or canary.
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Cuckoo Finch
Anomalospiza imberbis (Koekoekvink)
ALT NAME(S): Parasitic Weaver
L: 12-13 cm   M: 20-(21)-23 g
[A. i. imberbis]. An odd, dumpy 
finch with strange proportions:  
comically short tail, small, dark 
beady eye set high in face, mas-
sive bill and long claws. Singly, 
in pairs or in small flocks, often 
alongside bishops etc. Perches 
conspicuously on a fence, wire, 
shrub or weed.
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CUCKOO FINCH: A unique parasitic finch previously placed in the weaver family. Uncommon inhabitant 
of moist grassland, wetland edges, cultivated areas and lightly wooded grassland where its prinia and 
cisticola hosts abound. Considered resident in Zimbabwe, but mostly a summer visitor to SA.

• dumpy body with very short tail
• massive bill (as long as it is deep at base)
•  dull to bright yellow like canary/weaver 
•  like a bishop or widow (but note shape) 
• usually in small groups in damp grassland

The scientific name ('odd finch') of this unique parasitic 
bird hints at its unusual morphology and biology.

habitat Frequents moist, open to lightly wooded 
grassland, wetland edges and cultivated landscapes.

status Generally uncommon, elusive and erratic, 
but easily overlooked. Thought to be a br. visitor to SA 
(but some sightings in winter); resident in N. Singly, in 
pairs or in small flocks (in winter 50+, rarely 250+). 

identification Although its occurrence is rather 
erratic and patchy, this enigmatic bird is more common 
than most birders realise, even at the edge of suburbia. 
However, the yellow  is easily dismissed as a canary or 
weaver, while the dull  can be very hard to pick out in 
a flock of bishops. Nevertheless rather bold and easy 
to see: perches conspicuously and usually tame. Shape 
important: very short tail with narrow pointed central 
feathers, dumpy body, big head (plus crown feathers 
often raised i.e. high forehead), beady black eye set 
high in face and finally, massive blunt bill with sharply 
angled gape (looks 'grumpy').  attains exceptionally 
bright yellow br. plumage through wear: fresh  has 
a grey-mottled mantle, dull greenish-yellow head 
and often grey-washed breast. — Sexes:  potentially 
confusing and is not illustrated in most books (which 
actually depict the very different juv.). Like a small 
bishop or widowbird with grey-brown upperparts, a 
pale buff-white belly and a faint yellowish wash on the 
face and eyebrow; best identified by structure. — Juv: 
Rather colourful: orange-buff, especially on face and 
mantle, with neat 'scales'. — Var: Minor.

confusion risks  is hard to tell from e.g.  S Red 
Bishop (p. 295), but shows a faint viduid head pattern 
(e.g. darker bands above the eyebrows separated by 
pale central crown stripe) and differs subtly in shape: 
bill shorter, blunter and deeper (length = depth 
at nostril; length = 1.5x depth in bishops); upper 
mandible almost straight; gape line strongly angled 
(60°, not 20°). At close range, note long claws. 

behaviour Mixes with bishops and other seed-
eaters. Forages on the ground or in grass. If flushed 
flies to a bush or makes off in rapid, straight flight.

biology Food grass seeds and some insects. Hosts 
include various prinias and cisticolas.  lays 1-2 eggs per 
host nest. Unless eggs are almost perfectly matched,  
host has the ability to discern and reject foreign eggs. 
 also removes or eats host's egg; plus, giant young 

trample or outcompete surviving host chicks. 
voice Song of  is a high, soft, canary-like twittering 

and weaver-like swizzling. Flight calls of similar tone.
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genetic signature
obligatory brood parasitism
number and arrangement of feathers on wing
number and arrangement of feathers on face
technical anatomical aspects of palate structure
skull pneumatisation (presence of air cavities)

br. plumage acquired by wear (not moult)
does not 'double scratch' when feeding
singing  does not mimic host species
does not have a display flight, but fans wings
multiple hosts (most Vidua have a single host)
 usually removes all of host's eggs

eggs patterned to match host's (not plain whitish)
chicks do not have patterned mouths
chicks beg in upright position (not crouched)
chicks beg without head movements
foster siblings do not usually survive to fledge

Cuckoo Finch


